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This is not an invoice, you will receive an invoice/receipt with the goods.
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40212 Düsseldorf, Germany
Telephone: +49 (0)211 - 130 780
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E-mail: info@franzen.de
Internet: www.franzen.de

Bank details:
Hermann Franzen GmbH & Co. KG
IBAN: DE66 3007 0010 0185 1807 00
BIC/SWIFT: DEUTDEDDXXX

Managing Director:
Claus Franzen, Peter Franzen and Stephanie Kluth-Franzen
Commercial register Düsseldorf HRA 1743 / HRB 30424
VAT-ID: DE 121283515

TRAY RECTANGULAR 26X20 CM SILVER
PLATED
Serie: rectangular Serie: Silver plated Serie:
26 cm Serie: Malmaison versilbert
Order number: 3570660079724
Hersteller: Christofle

€585.00 *
Prices incl. VAT plus shipping costs

Ready to ship today, delivery time appr. 1-3 workdays
Also available in our Store at Königsallee 42 in Düsseldorf.

Product information "Tray rectangular 26x20 cm silver plated"

Manufacturer: Christofle
Series: Malmaison
Dimensions: 26x20 cm
Material: silver plating

Christofle, Malmaison, rectangular tray, 26x20 cm, silver-plated
This silver-plated, rectangular tray takes us on a journey through time into the imperial empire of Napoleon Bonaparte. The Malmaison
collection from the house of Christofle typifies the Empire style and features characteristic strict lines and sophisticated materials. 26
cm long and 20 cm wide, the tray bears the finely engraved border of palm tree tops which is characteristic of the collection. Whether
as a shining underlay for glasses on the table or combined with candles as an interior design feature – this tray, which is also available
in different sizes or with handles, is a true all-rounder.

About Christofle
The Malmaison series crowns every table and interior design: Created in 1967, the series is regarded as Christofle's Empire model,
named after the Château de la Malmaison near Paris, the favored country residence of the imperial couple Napoleon Bonaparte and
Joséphine. The characteristic elements of this splendid style are the symmetrical decor with water leaf motifs and openwork lotus
leaves.
The traditional French company Christofle is a master in the processing of silver. With passionate craftsmanship and perfection, the
luxury brand produces exclusive cutlery, as well as tableware, jewelry, accessories, barware and home decoration in its manufactory in
Yainville in Normandy. In doing so, Christofle combines tradition and expertise from almost 200 years of company history with the
highest quality, elegance and zeitgeist in its exquisite products.

Related links to "Tray rectangular 26x20 cm silver plated"

- Do you have any questions concerning this product?

- Further products by Christofle

https://www.franzen.de/en/payment-and-dispatch
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